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WALL STREET JOURNAL DATA EXPOSES CONTRAFUND'S Duplicity & Judge Complicity

NEW! JAN. 22, 2014 — A critical Morningstar table summarizing 189 Facebook IPO mutual fund investors has just surfaced in the The Wall Street Journal archives. The WSJ online article is scrambled and difficult to read, but AFI technical experts fixed the problems (Thank You!). Here is the article, titled Morgan Stanley Funds in Big Facebook Bet, WSJ, Aug. 24, 2012. Here is the Facebook IPO investing spreadsheet of the table in the article.

As of Jun. 30, 2012, FIDELITY CONTRAFUND had invested $413,476,551 in Facebook. Of the 16 Fidelity funds tallied by Morningstar, Fidelity’s total investment was $818,228,924. Much,
If not all, of Fidelity’s investing occurred in “dark pool” pre-IPO period brokered by Goldman Sachs. As of Jun. 30, Goldman Sachs’ holding had dropped to $21,910,983. However, GOLDMAN SACHS had already dumped $314,000,000 of its shares at Day 3 of the IPO, on May 26, 2012. See Fig. 3. below.

Another WSJ article:

Demos, T. (Aug. 24, 2012). Who Else Has A Big Bet on Facebook cartel actors include GOLDMAN SACHS at No. 1, FIDELITY 3rd, T. ROE PRICE 4th, MORGAN STANLEY 5th, BLACKROCK 6th and VANGUARD 9th.

Our bottom line assessment of these new data, now seen in context, is that FIDELITY IS THE REAL WOLF OF WALL STREET. Sadly, our highest judges and government officials could not resist investing in the Mother of All Stock Scams. See Fig. A below. Evidently, in their hubris they believed they could use their collective powers to squash dissent and avoid public accountability. These are big numbers these people were toying with.

THE MATH ALONE PROVES THE CORRUPTION

Ask yourself, what are the statistical odds of all the Leader v. Facebook judges, senior Commerce Department officials and Director of the Patent Office all being heavily invested in the Facebook cartel—with four of the five judges holding mountains of Fidelity stock, and three of the five holding Fidelity Contraband specifically? And, they were all invested before 2008. That’s right, short of omniscience or collusion, it is a statistical impossibility. There is no middle ground. This was a large-scale, well-thought-out plan. Trouble is, insider trading is illegal. The math only makes the corruption stick out like a sore thumb. Are these judges and patent officials above the law?

NEW! JAN. 23, 2014 ATTORNEY GENERAL ERIC H. HOLDER DIVE INTO FACEBOOK’S DARK POOLS TOO

Eric H. Holder’s 2009 financial disclosure reveals at least three Facebook “dark pools” in which he was invested prior to the Facebook IPO. The Wall Street Journal (2014) reveals Fidelity Blue Chip Growth FBGRX ($553M), Fidelity Contrafund FCNTX ($413M) and T.RowePrice Blue Chip Growth TRBCX ($413M). This conflict of interest explains why he throws only puff balls at Wall Street and Executive Branch wrongdoers in the 2008 bank bailout of Wall Street (read: padding wallets; killing competition; deceiving taxpayers; buying an election), Benghazi (R.I.P. Amb. Stevens. Tyrone Woods, Sean Smith and Glen Doherty), energy padding wallets; killing competition; deceiving taxpayers; buying an election), Benghazi (R.I.P. Amb. Stevens. Tyrone Woods, Sean Smith and Glen Doherty), energy scandals. Those people were likely just following orders.

NEW! JAN. 23, 2014 S.E.C CHAIR MARY L. SCHAPIRO COULDN’T RESIST THE TEMPTATION TO DIVE INTO THE “DARK POOLS” — DESPITE HER SOLEMN PUBLIC DUTY NOT TO DO SO

SEC records summarized by The Wall Street Journal on Aug. 24, 2012 reveal that T. Rowe Price Growth Stock (PRGFX) Fund invested $197,843,032 in Facebook as of Jun. 30, 2012. Schapiro’s financial disclosure shows that among their 27 T.Rowe Price investments, Schapiro and her husband had $356,000 invested in PRGFX.

Given T.Rowe Price’s very public “dark pools” pre-IPO investing, the specter of collusion looms large. This is especially true since the “dark pools” investing started only after Schapiro blessed the now infamous 500 shareholder exemption. That unprecedented exemption was used by Goldman Sachs as the excuse to sell T.RowePrice hundreds of millions of dollars of private Facebook stock, in an unregulated, secret, “dark pools” market. T.Rowe Mary liked these funds so well that she gorged herself on up to $45 million worth.

Schapiro’s conduct signals that she was not about to be left out of the stack scan of the century. After all, a presidential pardon for her sins was probably promised as her backstop. Such conduct would explain why the President doesn’t fire anyone in his many scandals. Those people were likely just following orders.

NEW! JAN. 17, 2014—CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS’ LEADER V. FACEBOOK MISCONDUCT PROVED DEFINITIVELY BY S.E.C. RECORDS. AFI investigators have been digging into the stock portfolios of the Facebook “dark pool” funds. One overarching observation is that the same Facebook cartel names keep popping up, IN ALL OF THESE FUNDS—Fidelity, Vanguard, T. Rowe Price, Blackrock, JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, etc.
This verifies that these fund managers were coordinating their “dark pools” agenda. So much for arm’s length, transparent public markets, Entire Fairness and the Business Judgment Rule. (Those rules are only for the rest of us poor saps who respect and follow the Rule of Law.) No market can operate freely when the market makers are colluding. Also evident is that selected senior government regulators at the S.E.C., Commerce, HHS and the judiciary were invited to play, and they did.

CHIEF JUSTICE JOHN G. ROBERTS had investments in FIDELITY CONTRAFUND K (FCNKX) and T. ROWE PRICE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY FUND (PRSCX), and others, at the same time when the Leader v. Facebook Petition for Writ of Certiorari came before him on Nov. 16, 2012. This is in addition to his close mentoring relationship to Facebook’s attorney, Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP. Know in mind that in 2011 Roberts had recused himself in the Microsoft v. i4i patent case, presumably because of his relationship to Hungar (who was counsel of record for Microsoft) and his Microsoft holdings. So, Roberts understands the conflict of interest rules, he just chose not to follow them in Leader v. Facebook.

The Fidelity and T. Rowe Price funds not only held substantial investments in Facebook “dark pools” stock, but they also held investments in 17 Facebook cartel collaborators, including athenahealth,1 Microsoft,2 Goldman Sachs,2 Dropbox,3 IBM,3 JPMorgan,2 LinkedIn,7 Morgan Stanley,2 State Street Corp,2 Tesla Motors,3 Baidu (China),4 and Mail.ru (Russia).4


Leader v. Facebook Federal Circuit Judges KIMBERLY A. MOORE and EVAN J. WALLACH also hold Fidelity Contrafund K. Judge Moore also holds the Fidelity Spartan US BOND INDEX INVESTOR.
FLOOD THE COURT OF JUDGE THOMAS S. ELLIS, III, REMBRANDT V. FACEBOOK, EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA. Judges Ellis recently asked the Facebook-corrupted Federal Circuit to review his denial of a Rembrandt Social Media’s expert witness. AFI investigators were suspicious as to why he kicked upstairs such an everyday decision. The Rembrandt case involves the invention of the “like” button claimed by the family of the late Dutch inventor, Johannes Van Der Meer. Very curiously, Fenwick & West LLP was Van Der Meer’s attorney. Fenwick & West LLP also represented Leader Technologies. Rembrandt is yet another in a long line of “coincidences” where a Facebook actor has stolen from a real innovator, then hires morally bankrupt lawyers to lie, cheat and steal their way to ill-gotten gain.

ELLIS TIED TO FACEBOOK CARTEL: AFI investigators quickly discovered that Judge Ellis has aligned his financial interests with the Facebook cartel and should recuse himself. Too many judges throw up their hands when asked about keeping track of stocks in their mutual funds. We have concluded that such bluster probably telegraphs that they are concealing misconduct. Rembrandt’s attorney is Fish & Richardson LLP.

This mutual fund stock information is easy to find. Each fund is required by law to publish its holdings regularly. For example, here are T. Rowe Prices and Fidelity’s websites. Alternatively, one can simply Google the name or symbol of the fund (e.g., FCNTX – Fidelity Contrafund), select the Morningstar URL choice, click “Filings,” then select “Annual” or “Annual Report.”

Since 2006, federal judges have been required to keep a “Mandatory Conflict Screening” database. Here’s the policy for the DC Circuit. Given the ready availability of the stock data, adding that information to one's conflicts database is not difficult. However, not a single court in Leader v. Facebook has disclosed its conflicts screening database in response to FOIA requests, or even in response to a motion to do so.

ELLIS’ FACEBOOK BEDFELLOWS: Judge Ellis’ IRAs hold stock in Facebook directly as well as in “dark pools.” In addition, his Facebook cartel holdings include LinkedIn, Zynga, Groupon, Mail.ru (Russia) (aka DST, Digital Sky, Yuri Milner, oligarch Alisher Usmanov), Tesla Motors, Dropbox, Workday, JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Microsoft, ComScore, IBM, Wal-Mart, Verisign, Baidu, T.Rowe Price, and even HealthCare.gov architect Todd Y. Park’s Athenahealth (which associates National Venture Capital Association directors Ann H. Lamont, Robert C. Kettersson [Fidelity] and James W. Breyer, as well as Obama’s National Economic Council member and Obamacare architect, Robert Kocher, as well as Facebook CFO David A. Ebersman). This list doesn't even count the now familiar law firms associated with these companies, including Gibson Dunn LLP, Perkins Coie LLP, Fenwick & West LLP, Well Gotshal LLP, Latham & Watkins LLP, Blank Rome LLP, White & Case LLP and Cooley Godward LLP. Jump to Fig. 9 to read the Judge Ellis investigation results below. (This evidence is suitable for citizen ethics complaints.

STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY THEFT

WILL HUMANKIND EVER LEARN? Facebook’s Orwellian doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under MAO’s Red Star, Stalin’s SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler’s NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity. They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges and are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves to these privileges.

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!

LEADER TECHNOLOGIES
Inventor Protection Act (Proposed)
America needs to protect what it preaches.
We have no business lecturing the world about free enterprise and the rule of law, when we permit the investors in Ohio-based Innovator Leader Technologies to go uncompensated for the risks they took to help invent social networking—a technology upon which the President and U.S. government now rely.—a technology stolen by the “Facebook Cabal” who recruited the federal courts and Patent Office into their club of corruption.

Contact your representative. Ask them to pass it.
Real American investors need your support.

http://www/contactingthecongress.org/
http://americansinnovation.blogspot.com

Click image above to download a poster-quality PDF optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger-size) poster. America should not be in the business of cheating its entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters buy off judges with the money gained from their theft. Such permissiveness is obscene.

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2014/01/wall-street-manipulation-of-judges.html
DYSFUNCTION
ROOT OF WASHINGTON’S

We at AFI now believe that these “dark pools,” sometimes called “black pools,” are at the root of the dysfunction in Washington D.C. Many there carry this hidden agenda, just hoping they “get out of Dodge” before the chickens come home to roost. Everyone has Facebook investment dirt on anyone else, Republican and Democrat.

What better way to silence one’s opponent than the threat of exposing his unethical investing conduct? We also believe that Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.‘s flip-flop on Obamacare will be traced to some threat or other leveled against him regarding his Facebook “dark pool” holdings by his protégé, Facebook’s Leader v. Facebook appeals attorney, Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP. Hungar is a central player in the Leader v. Facebook improprieties.

ABUSE OF THE PUBLIC TRUST IS AN UGLY THING

Did we mention that Hungar was counsel to the Federal Circuit prior to the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption? We also believe that Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.‘s flip-flop on Obamacare was traced to some threat or other leveled against him regarding his Facebook “dark pool” holdings by his protégé, Facebook’s Leader v. Facebook appeals attorney, Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP. Hungar is a central player in the Leader v. Facebook improprieties.

NEW! JAN. 14, 2014—MORE CHIEF JUSTICE JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR. “DARK POOLS” REVELATIONS. Jump to Fig. 7 below. Definitive proof from Justice Roberts‘ financial disclosure and related public documents that he failed his ethical duty to disqualify himself from Leader v. Facebook. This is in addition to his failure to disclose his close personal association with Facebook’s attorney Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP. Use of these indiscretions as blackmail for Roberts’ flip-flop on Obamacare seems more likely with each new revelation.

NEWS FLASH! S.E.C. CHAIR MARY L. SCHAPIRO stock records render the Facebook IPO a sham. Jump to Fig. 8 below to see the hard evidence for yourself.

JAN. 10, 2014—MORE DARK POOL INFECTIONS. Obama’s U.S. Attorney Designate DEBO P. ADEGBILE appears to be infected with undisclosed Facebook “dark pools.” Are “dark pool” infections crippling the Obama White House? Click here to see Adegbite’s financial disclosure.
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NEW! JAN. 14, 2014—MORE CHIEF JUSTICE JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR. “DARK POOLS” REVELATIONS. Jump to Fig. 7 below. Definitive proof from Justice Roberts‘ financial disclosure and related public documents that he failed his ethical duty to disqualify himself from Leader v. Facebook. This is in addition to his failure to disclose his close personal association with Facebook’s attorney Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP. Use of these indiscretions as blackmail for Roberts’ flip-flop on Obamacare seems more likely with each new revelation.
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ON JAN. 15, 2009, Facebook case? Despite this profound conflict of interest, the judges and Hungar were all silent about their prior relationships, in violation of every rule of fair play.

T.ROWE MARY SPEAKS WITH FORKED TONGUE

President Obama’s S.E.C. appointee Mary L. Schapiro promised to clean up dark pools. Instead, she appears to have aided and abetted the largest dark pools scam in history. See Fig. 2.

Schapiro dove in head first with 51 personal investments in Facebook pre-IPO interests—more than anyone else in the 2009 Obama cabinet. Twenty-seven (27) of Schapiro’s investments are in T.RowePrice that purchased 5.2% of Facebook. [3] Just a few months before her appointment, S.E.C. chief counsel, Thomas J. Kim gave Facebook an unprecedented exemption from the well-settled 500-shareholder rule. This rule declares that any company with more than 500 shareholders and $10 million in assets is a de facto public company and subject to public disclosure of their stock sales.[4]

The first problem with this exemption is that Thomas J. Kim is a former Harvard Law classmate of Barack Obama. He also worked previously for Latham & Watkins LLP, counsel to Facebook’s then chairman and largest shareholder, James W. Breyer, and the National Venture Capital Association, whose directors included Fidelity’s Robert C. Ketterson, Vanguard’s Anne Rockhold and Athenalhealth/Castlight Health (ObamaCare)’s Ann H. Lamont. These people are the presumptive “dark pool” ring leaders, along with Lawrence “Larry” Summers and his head gopher, Sheryl K. Sandberg, COO of Facebook.

The second problem is the exemption itself. The 500-shareholder rule is one of the most enforced rules on the books. It prevents shysters from setting up their private +stock markets—just the sort of thing that happened in the 1930’s. Nevertheless, Kim issued the ruling without even a public hearing.

S.E.C. EXEMPTION GROSSLY ABUSED

Facebook’s underwriters Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and JPMorgan grossly abused the Kim exemption. They used it as their permission to sell billions of dollars of private Facebook stock promoted by the same dark pools that T.Rowe Mary publicly decried. Billions of dollars of those shares were even sold to Russian oligarchs allied with Goldman Sachs and Lawrence “Larry” Summers in Moscow.[5]

THE S.E.C. CHAIRMAN’S DECEPTION:

SCHAPIRO SAYS SHE BELIEVES IN INVESTOR PROTECTION, TRANSPARENCY, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND DISCLOSURE, HOWEVER...

SHE SECRETLY INVESTED IN 51 FACEBOOK "DARK POOLS"

ON JAN. 15, 2009, Mary L. Schapiro told Congress:

FIG. 3—T.ROWE MARY’S BLIND EYES. Numerous Facebook insiders cashed out over $13 billion of their exemption-insider stock on Day 3 of the Facebook IPO.

FIG. 2—T.ROWE MARY’S BIG SIN: No public hearings were conducted on the S.E.C. Facebook exemption from the 500-shareholder rule. (Gee Beav, was that wrong? We’re sorry.... Bwahaha, Cha Ching, Suckers!!)
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FIG. 3—T.ROWE MARY’S BLIND EYES. Numerous Facebook insiders cashed out over $13 billion of their exemption-insider stock on Day 3 of the Facebook IPO.

Normally insiders in an IPO are “locked up” and are not permitted to dump their stock like this. Such actions signal lack of confidence and will depress the trading price, which it did.

T.Rowe Mary’s S.E.C. gave a blessing to this practice. Insider Morgan Stanley was given sole discretion to allow insiders to sell before the end of the lock up period.

The fraud here is in Schapiro’s and the S.E.C.’s many conflicting associations with these insiders, including: (1) JAMES W. BREYER, associated with S.E.C. Chief Counsel THOMAS J. KIM, NATIONAL VENTURE CAPITAL ASSOCIATION and BARACK OBAMA via LATHAM & WATKINS LLP and HARVARD; JURI MILNER, associated with former National Economic Council director LAWRENCE "LARRY" SUMMERS’ MERITICH MANAGEMENT; i.e., ANN H. LAMONT associated with Obama CTO TODD Y. PARK and S.E.C. Chief Counsel THOMAS J. KIM via LATHAM & WATKINS LLP; GOLDMAN SACHS; JURI MILNER, Moscow; and bailed out by LARRY SUMMERS and BARACK OBAMA; and MORGAN STANLEY, also bailed out by LARRY SUMMERS and BARACK OBAMA... for starters.

GIbson Dunn LLP exposed as one of the most corrupt law firms in America

Investigative Reporter Julia Davis investigates Facebook’s Leader v. Facebook attorney Gibson Dunn LLP. She credits this firm with the reason why not a single Wall Street banker has gone to jail since 2008. Click here to read her article “Everybody hates whistleblowers.” Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here’s an excerpt:

“Skillful manipulation of the firm’s extensive media connections allows Gibson Dunn to promote their causes, while simultaneously smearing their opponents and silencing embarrassing news coverage.”

This statement followed right after Davis cited Facebook’s chief inside counsel in the Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot, who appears to have helped lead the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting word choices associated with Gibson Dunn LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in support of democratic principles. They promise to conduct themselves in a manner that instills confidence among the citizenry in the rule of law and the judicial system. These promises appear to be meaningless. Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis’ article.
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“We need an SEC that is the investors’ advocate… to vigorously prosecute those who have broken the law and cheated investors”

“Second, I want to reengage the SEC with the people we serve, namely investors. The investor community, from the largest pension fund to the family who has scrimped and saved in their 401(k) or 529 plan, needs to feel they have someone on their side, that they can go to the SEC for advice, to seek redress, or to have their opinions heard. Third, as I work to deepen the SEC’s commitment to investor protection, transparency, accountability, and disclosure.”[6]

ON OCT. 21, 2009, Mary L. Schapiro convened an all-hands-on-deck meeting about Dark Pool Regulation and said:

“In recent years, a large number of dark pools have entered the markets, and now represent a significant source of liquidity in U.S.-listed stocks. Given the growth of dark pools, this lack of transparency could create a two-tiered market that deprives the public of information about stock prices and liquidity . . . Transparency is a cornerstone of the U.S. securities market. That is why I asked the staff earlier this year to begin a comprehensive review of dark pools, as well as other types of dark liquidity” (emphasis added).[7]

ON JAN. 20, 2010, Mary L. Schapiro remarked on her concerns about dark pools at the 37th Annual Securities Regulation Institute meeting in Coronado, California:

“Already we have proposed rules that would effectively prohibit broker-dealers from providing customers with “unfiltered” access to an exchange or alternative trading system. We have proposed rules that would strengthen our regulation of dark pools of liquidity” (emphasis added).[8]

ON MAR. 10, 2011, Mary L. Schapiro told Congress:

“After the flash crash [market swung 1,000 pts. down, then back up, in one day], I had many foreign regulators call me just horrified. What happened? What are you going to do? How are you going to prevent this? I mean, there was more international interest in that event directed into my office than I have seen in my two years at the SEC, with the possible exception of international accounting standards. It suggests to me that there is deep concern everywhere—and other markets are starting to see the kind of market structure we have developed with the prevalence of dark pools and more fractured and fragmented trading” (emphasis added).[9]

“. . . more than 30 dark pools, three electronic communication networks (ECNs), and more than 200 internalizing broker-dealers. Currently, more than 30 percent of the volume in U.S.-listed equities is executed in venues that do not display their liquidity or make it generally available to the public, reflecting an increase over the last year.”

“The continuing growth of trading in dark pools and other types of dark venues can challenge the quality of the market’s price-discovery function. And the complexity of the market structure sometimes makes it difficult for even sophisticated investors to pursue their own best interests” (emphasis added).[10]
ON, MAY 18, 2012, Mary L. Schapiro’s dark pool investments began cashing in after the Facebook IPO. See Fig. 3 above.

HIDDEN "DARK POOL" AGENDAS DESTROY PUBLIC CONFIDENCE

T.Rowe Mary talked a good game, but failed to deliver. As telling as any misstep in this ethical wasteland, Schapiro as S.E.C. Chairman, failed to require Facebook to disclose these “dark pool” risks in the pre-IPO S-1 Disclosure, even though her own fund, T.RowePrice, had acquired a 5.2% ownership stake in Facebook.[11] Worse, she abused the public trust by engaging in the very secret investing schemes she told the American people she would protect them from. To the investing world, Chairman Schapiro’s empty words are analogous to the President’s lies about healthcare and keeping one’s doctor.

THANK YOU LEADER TECHNOLOGIES

Concurrently with Chairman Schapiro, Commerce Secretary Rebecca M. Blank and Patent Office Director David J. Kappos, and all the judges in Leader v. Facebook participated in Schapiro’s Facebook IPO dark pools, including T.Rowe Price, Fidelity, Vanguard, TIAA-CREF, Blackrock, Morgan Stanley, JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs.

If the Leader v. Facebook judges had not behaved so badly and so illegally, it is unlikely that this dark pools scheme would have come to light. It all started with District Court Judge Leonard P. Stark’s misconduct in Leader v. Facebook and has fanned out from there. Every freedom-loving American should contact Leader Technologies with words of support, encouragement and resolve not to rest until justice is served

HIDDEN INVESTMENTS BY JUDGES MAKE BAD JUSTICE

Everyone knows that judge bias and hidden agendas destroy equal treatment before the law.

Chairman Schapiro cleverly stalled her S.E.C. investigations into “dark pools” until all her Facebook friends had cashed out, including the Leader v. Facebook judges. Alan D. Lourie, the presiding judge in Leader v. Facebook holds up to $14.4 million in 24 dark pools [These judges do find ways to take care of themselves, don't they], including five (5) T.RowePrice pools. The judges, including Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr., appear to have run interference for her and the rest of the Facebook cartel; to guard against a Leader Technologies victory. Even so, these actors could not completely control the jury, which found Facebook guilty of patent infringement on 11 of 11 counts. Leader's victory would have ruined their promised IPO payday.

Sadly, with a cooperative judge and a grossly deceptive expert witness in Dr. Saul Greenberg, Facebook confused the jury on the Pfaff Electronics and Group One legal tests for on sale bar ruling which was sustantioned on appeal by the fellow "dark pool" Federal Circuit appeals panel, led by Alan D. Lourie.

The U.S. Constitution now looks to Congress—"the People's Body"—to fix this gross injustice spewing from two branches of government, the Executive and Judicial.

JUDGE ALAN D. LOURIE, LEADER V. FACEBOOK PRESIDING JUDGE, HAD 24 HOLDINGS VALUED UP TO $13.9 MILLION IN FACEBOOK "DARK POOLS"—HE CHOSE PERSONAL GREED OVER JUSTICE

FIG. 4—ALAN D. LOURIE, LEADER V. FACEBOOK PRESIDING JUDGE. He failed to disclose even a single stock holding of his 24 investment in Facebook "dark pools" that he valued up to $14.4 million. Following T.Rowe Mary’s lead, Judge Lourie held six T.Rowe Price funds. (See, Fig. 5.) T.Rowe Price bought so much Facebook “dark pool” stock (5.2%) that it made The Wall Street Journal on Apr. 16, 2011, T.Rowe’s Facebook holding was so large it had to be specifically called out in the Facebook S-1 prospectus. Not even Facebook's crooked lawyers could justify hiding it.

IGNRED CONFLICTS DISCLOSURE MOTION

On Sep. 5, 2012, Dr. Lalashmi Arunachalam filed a friend of the court (amicus curiae) motion asking all the Federal Circuit judges to disclose their financial conflicts of interest. The court ignored her motion.[12]

NEW! JAN. 11, 2014—LINKS TO OBAMACARE UNCOVERED:

doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18) areas of question shout for attention, Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make America More Democratic (and less contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

OUR MISSION

American citizens must fight abuse of the constitutional right for authors and inventors to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a matter of basic property rights and sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision, courage, entrepreneurship, respect, property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics, values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy, solutions and judicial faithfulness,

... our society and economy will be dragged down (and eventually destroyed) by copying, infringemen, thievery, counterfeiting, hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation, abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption, bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak, misconduct, lies, deception, attorney "dark arts," destruction, confusion, dishonesty, judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we cannot possibly hope to start fixing the current ills in our society. Without justice and respect for private property, democracy has no sure foundation.

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS

We are an opinion blog that advocates for strong intellectual property rights. We welcome commenters and contributors. The Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case first came to our attention after learning that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S. District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s admission that they had no evidence to support their on-sale bar verdict, but the judge supported it anyway.

The judicial misconduct has deteriorated from there, replete with two of the three judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel, Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A. Moore, holding Facebook stock that they did not disclose to the litigants, and later tried to excuse through a quick motion slipped in at the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan Horbaly, and his close friend at The Federal Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in Washington D.C.)

The judges ignored shocking new evidence that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard drives of 2003-2004 evidence from Leader Technologies that could prove actual theft (and therefore claims even more serious than infringement). In addition, Facebook’s appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just
Judge Alan D. Lourie’s financial disclosure (below) has been analyzed further. We believe the analysis shows that under no interpretation of the “safe harbor” rule could Judge Lourie have justified not disclosing at least T.RowePrice conflicts of interest in Leader v. Facebook. The Bloomberg Jun. 1, 2011 article embedded below even fingers Leader v. Facebook Judge Kimberly A. Moore’s Facebook holdings, as well as Judge Evan J. Wallach’s holdings, in Fidelity Contrafund, who invested $74 million in Facebook Class B non-voting shares. Chief Justice John Roberts was also invested in Fidelity Contrafund. This was certainly a cozy crowd between Facebook, the White House, Goldman Sachs, these “dark pool” funds including T.RowePrice and Fidelity, Federal Circuit judges and Supreme Court justices.

Investigations into Judge Lourie’s T.RowePrice holdings have taken a strange turn. Significant ties were uncovered with key actors in the HealthCare.gov debacle, as well as with Facebook officers, directors and investors. See Judge Lourie’s financial disclosure below, Figure 5. In summary, Judge Lourie’s investment ties him to Marc Andreessen (Facebook director), Todd Y. Park (HealthCare.gov architect, Castlight Health, Athenahealth), Ann H. Lamont (Meritech Investment - early Facebook pump and dumper), Athenahealth, Castlight Health, David A. Ebersman (Facebook CTO), Castlight Health, Athenahealth, HealthCare.gov and Robert Kocher (Obamacare architect, National Economic Council, Athenahealth director).

JUDGE ALAN D. LOURIE, FEDERAL CIRCUIT, LEADER V. FACEBOOK, FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE

[Click here to download: Alan D. Lourie, 2011 Financial Disclosure, submitted Apr. 1, 2012]

**FIG. 5—ALAN D. LOURIE, PRESIDING JUDGE, LEADER V. FACEBOOK, Federal Circuit Court of Appeals (Washington D.C.). Financial disclosure, 2011. Click here to download a PDF directly.** Also on the three-judge Leader v. Facebook Federal Circuit panel were Kimberly A. Moore and Evan J. Wallach, both of whom also have substantial Facebook “dark pool” holdings.

**KEEP CONGRESS INFORMED**

Be sure to provide your Congressperson and Senators with regular updates about the Leader v. Facebook property confiscation injustice and this blog. Ask for a meeting to brief them and ask them to act and correct this abuse of fundamental constitutional property rights. This information will help them and their staff members get up to speed when the

**BRIEF YOUR ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES.**

FILE A COMPLAINT WITH THE S.E.C. INSPECTOR GENERAL. While we are skeptical that the S.E.C. will honestly and forthrightly investigate one of its own, we need to make the shout for justice from the public LOUDER AND LOUDER. Share

**WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE NOW! READERS!**

AFI has been supporting Donna and is now picking up the main Leader v. Facebook coverage (she will continue coverage as well).

Anonymous Posts Are Welcomed! Blogger has more posting constraints than Donna’s WordPress, but we will continue to welcome anonymous posts. Simply send us an email at amer4innov@gmail.com with your post. Once the moderator verifies that your email address is real, your comment will be posted using your real name or handle, whatever you wish, like John Smith or Tex.

Click here to view a complete Donna Kline Now! posts archive.

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2014/01/wall-street-manipulation-of-judges.html
matter comes before Congress formally. A growing national bipartisan group is determined to make sure it does.

If this property rights case is not worthy of our full advocacy, then none is, in our opinion. We will not find a cleaner, more clear-cut case to advocate.

Don't procrastinate. If not you, who? If not now, when?

If you need additional information for your briefings, just post your request in the comments and we'll post the link to the documents in reply.

*Carpe diem.*

the Inspector General’s responses with your elected representatives. No one in this transparency process can be allowed to hide any longer. Keep them busy with your complaints.

(Also file Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests as well. It is your constitutional right. USE IT OR LOSE IT.)

These citizen requests carry the weight of law. Keep your mailing receipts and correspondence. Even if they stonewall you, stonewalls are evidence in and of themselves. T.Rowe Mary and her accomplices must be exposed.

Also, file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Justice Inspector General. Ask why our top law enforcement officer, Eric H. Holder, does not investigate for possible criminal wrongdoing by the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission. Ask why Attorney General Eric H. Holder holds 22 Facebook “dark pools” including five (5) T.Rowe Price funds.

Carpe diem.

ERIC H. HOLDER, U.S. ATTORNEY GENERAL, FACEBOOK CARTEL CONFLICTS, FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE


FIG. 6—Attorney General Eric H. Holder holds at least 16 Facebook “dark pool” investments. This makes him conflicted on any matters related to Facebook or Facebook bankers, including JPMorgan, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley, among others. Click here to download a PDF directly.

CHIEF JUSTICE JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR., U.S. SUPREME COURT,
LEADER V. FACEBOOK, FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE


**FIG. 7—CHIEF JUSTICE JOHN G. ROBERTS** holds at least 21 Facebook “dark pool” investments. This makes him conflicted on any matters related to Leader v. Facebook. **Click here to download a PDF directly.**

S.E.C. CHAIR MARY L. SCHAPIRO, FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE

**CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD: Mary L. Schapiro, OGE Form 278 Financial Disclosure, 2008, submitted Jan. 12, 2009**

**FIG. 8—S.E.C. CHAIRMAN MARY L. SCHAPIRO** holds at least 51 Facebook “dark pool” investments. New research proves that some of those funds held direct investments in Facebook. This evidence renders the Facebook IPO a complete sham, and Schapiro’s conduct fraudulent. **Click here to download a PDF directly.**

THOMAS S. ELLIS, III, FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE, REMBRANDT SOCIAL MEDIA V. FACEBOOK (E.D. VIRGINIA)


tense (2009), then permitted the jury to interpret it as a 2002 admission as well. Facebook’s entire on-sale bar case is based upon this interrogatory. (Editorial: Hardly sufficient to meet the “heavy burden” of the clear and convincing evidence standard.)

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See analysis of Judge Lourie’s T. Rowe Price holdings re. the Facebook IPO.

Judge Lourie also failed to apply his own law-test in Group One v. Hallmark Cards to the evidence. After debunking all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, Judge Lourie created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel Judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See disclosure of substantial holdings in Facebook and Facebook-related stocks. Judge Moore failed to follow the long-held precedent for testing on-sale bar evidence in Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc.—an evident and intentional omission coming from a former patent law professor. After debunking all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, Judge Moore created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.
FOOTNOTES/EVIDENCE:

[1] GUIDETO JUDICIAL ETHICS: Canon 2: “[a] judge should avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety in all activities.”

“Canon 3C(3)(c) provides that a financial interest means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, however small . . . Ownership of even one share of stock by the judge’s spouse would require disqualification.” (p.20-2) (emphasis added).


by SEC Chairman: Statement on Dark Pool Regulation Before the Commission Open Meeting by Chairman Mary L. Schapiro, Oct. 21, 2009. Securities & Exchange Commission. HTML.


[12] [COURT IGNORED] MOTION TO COMPEL FEDERAL CIRCUIT TO DISCLOSE FINANCIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: Motion to Compel Each Member Of The Federal Circuit To Disclose Conflicts Of Interest in Leader v. Facebook by Amicus Curiae Lakshmi Arunachalam, PhD, Sep. 5, 2012.

Posted by K. Craine at 2:27 PM

M E Share +1 Recommend this on Google

15 comments:

Dave123 January 10, 2014 at 5:36 PM

Benjamin Franklin once said, “Your net worth to the world is usually determined by what remains after your bad habits are subtracted from your …bull-shit? facebook

Reply

Rain Onyourparade January 11, 2014 at 10:23 AM

Found this legal shell game wording in one of Judge Lourie’s T.Rowe Price Funds:

********

T.ROWE PRICE HIGH YIELD FD (IRA) (PRHYX) where Lourie parked up to $500,000

********


On April 27, 2012, this fund closed to new investors. This is just weeks before the Facebook IPO.

Now, read this lawyer shell game language on page 37 of Lourie’s fund:

‘A fund may purchase the securities of another investment company to temporarily gain exposure to a portion of the market while awaiting purchase of securities or as an efficient means of gaining exposure to a particular asset class. The fund might also purchase shares of another investment company to gain exposure to the securities in the investment company’s portfolio at times when the fund may not be able to buy those securities directly.’

Reply

Dave123 January 14, 2014 at 5:24 PM

September 29, 2008

OBAMA says the era of greed and irresponsibility on wall street and in Washington has led us to a financial crisis since the great depression. After tacking office, Obama spoke of the need to reform the industry saying we want a risk regulator :- increased capital requirements :- we need a consumer financial protection agency :- we need to change wall street’s culture : But it was all BULL-SHIT Obama rejects setting compensation limits on global banks, And buy mid 2010 the administrations reforms were weak it’s a wall street government and Obama was in on it???? Obama was just a SUCK UP FOR LARRY SUMMERS Timothy Geithner Henry Paulson and THE FACEBOOK CLUB President Obama’s

Like

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, clerk who signed all the opinions in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his staff obfuscated when the court’s ruling was challenged by an amicus curiae brief revealing clear mistakes of law and new evidence. See analysis of the misconduct and misrepresentations within the Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly failed to disclose his conflicts of interest and close associations with numerous Facebook attorneys and law firms, as well as his close association with one of Facebook’s largest shareholders, Microsoft, who is a Director of The Federal Circuit Bar Association where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio officer. Additionally, the DC Bar revealed in a written statement that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in the District of Columbia. [Editorial: What does that make the Federal Circuit with its location within in a stone’s throw of the White House? A self-governing state?]

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, chief judge responsible for the (mis)conduct of his judges and Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to disclose his conflicts of interest and close associations with numerous Facebook attorneys and law firms, as well as his close association with a Leader principle with whom he may have had deep professional differences during his time at the Senate Judiciary Committee—his former professor of law at George Washington University Law Center, former Leader director Professor James P. Chandler. See analysis of Judge Rader’s undisclosed conflicts of
Americans for Innovation: WALL STREET MANIPULATION OF JUDGES, POLITICIANS AND REGULATORS EXPOSED BY LEADER V. FACEBOOK…

own S.E.C. appointee Mary L. Schapiro was in on it to evidence shows that during the SEC’s so-called pre-IPO oversight of Facebook, Mary L. Schapiro, Chair of the SEC and her staff, were colluding with Facebook-friendly third party funds. They were using insider knowledge to position their personal holdings for a big IPO payday rip-off. OBAMAS: Shapiro allowed GOLDMAN SACHS to make unregulated markets in facebook stock to James Breyer.

Reply

Dave123 January 14, 2014 at 5:26 PM

Larry Summers was very vocal he thought regulation was bad Goldman Sachs sold at least $3.1 billion worth of toxic CDOs in the first half of 2006. Henry Paulson secretary of the treasury to get the job Paulson had to sell his $485 million of Goldman Sachs stock when he went to work for the government but he didn’t have to pay any taxes on it it saved him $550 million $$$. The 2008 finance crisis was not an accident it was caused by an out of control industry and at the wheel was chief economic advisor Larry Summers. Henry Paulson of Goldman Sachs and Geithner to pay Goldman Sachs 100 cents on the dollar Paulson and Bernanke ask congress for $700 billion to bail out the banks. BUT NO BAILOUT FOR LEHMAN BROTHERS GONE AND THE ORDERS CAME FROM GOLDMAN SACHS NOT TO BAIL THEM OUT?? Just so Goldman Sachs can be number ONE? .. YOU SUCK UP OBAMA and not a single senior financial executive has been prosecuted or arrested for fraud. The Obama administration has made no attempt to recover any compensation pay out. The global impact of this did BILLIONS AND BILLIONS of dollars of damage. The power that Larry Summers wields over THE FACEBOOK CLUB makes meaningless the notion of investor democracy. Facebook IPO is a scam of the highest order. Mary L. Schapiro was in on it.

Reply

Rain Onyourparade January 19, 2014 at 4:39 AM

I just got off the phone with an American inventor who thought he was teaming up with a big law firm to go after several big infringers who had ripped off his invention. Half way through the litigation, this firm made up some excuse to bail out on him. Guess what company that firm is representing now? The BIG INFRINGER.

b. That appears to be part of the big patent litigation law firm billing mill game. They take on a small inventor client, sue the deep pockets firms, then cut some secret deal on the side to drop the inventor in exchange for cash and prizes … and for a promise of future work. The real American inventor gets screwed.

Our US law firms are morally bankrupt and out of control folks. They are going to poison the well of innovation at this rate. What self-respecting inventor is going to these assholes now that we know how they are cheating their own clients? Excuse the French.

Reply

K. Craine January 19, 2014 at 4:51 AM

...just like Fenwick & West LLP slipped Leader Technologies’ client file to Accel Partners LLP, James W. Breyer and the PayPal Mafia. This venture capital theft of trade secrets is Silicon Valley’s and Boston’s best kept secret. It’s all done under the guise of nondisclosure agreements that these people use for toilet paper once the inventor has left their offices having shared their idea.

How many times have you heard this BS from a VC? I won’t sign your nondisclosure agreement, but you can trust me that I won’t share it, because if I did, we’d get a bad reputation and no one would come to us with new ideas. Yeh right, Like inventors are networked and talk among themselves. The financial and tech press never publicize such theft because they get business from these VCs. If you cooperate (bend over) in their bubble, you get funded. If you resist, you have a fatal flaw as a human being and are sent packing, and asked to close the door behind you.

Reply

Jill Amblin January 19, 2014 at 1:04 PM

Mike this case has been dead for almost 2 years now. Really time to move on. And mutual fund holdings are not conflicts of interest. Very well settled law.
K. Craine January 20, 2014 at 6:24 AM

There you go again Jill, a drive by comment full of speculation and false statements. Since we allow anonymous postings, the speculation about your identity could be just as wild as your “Mike.” Bloggers learned long ago that the crooks always try to make their posts personal and filled with innuendo. They never make arguments. They only make haughty, declarative statements to try and cajole the unsuspecting. Indeed, facts and truth are their enemies.

Your declarative statement “Very well settled law” on mutual funds is hardly a convincing argument. Judicial disclosure is not a game where judges get to see how close to the ethical line they can get without breaking the law. To the contrary, they are to avoid even the appearance of impropriety. I’ll give you a legal reference since you don’t seem to know the law very well.

Canon 2

The rules on mutual funds are 4 pages long. Hardly straightforward. They are full of exemptions.


You Facebook law firms gave extremely corrupt advice to these people about these holdings. The chickens are coming home to roost. I’ll bet they’re all calling you now that their misconduct is being exposed.

---

Steve n amy January 19, 2014 at 1:56 PM

You, Jill..know nothing about freedom, we believe.

“Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn’t pass it to our children’s children what it was once like in the United States where men were free.”

---

Darren January 19, 2014 at 6:17 PM

Your credibility is in question Jill. You stated in a previous post, “Now you can attack me for being a Facebook defender (I have no role with the company) and an attorney (I’m not).” I am curious what your role really is?

You would have us believe that the judges involved with this case are just naive little worms that have no clue nor do they want to know what they are investing in! They all seem to have miraculously picked the same mutual funds that just, again, miraculously, have Facebook stock in them! By the way you kept saying if you, “swap out ‘Facebook’ for any other large tech company in this blog (Yahoo, Oracle, Google, Dell, Apple, etc.) and you would end up with virtually identical “dark pool” holdings”. The problem is you can’t swap out Facebook! Hence the “Dark Pools”!

The rule for mutual funds says they are only exempt if they are not managed by the judge. Since there has been so much publicity about these funds and the justices are mandated to be appraised of all their finances to the third degree a reasonable person would surmise that these judges are not the naive little worms that you would have us believe that allow “Fate” to select their investments, for themselves and family.

One other question, if this bothers you so much and you have no role with Facebook and are not an attorney, you apparently have not really followed this case, to even know the facts that have been brought forth! You seemed to be coached on what to say because you only bring innuendos to try and divert attention from the real facts.

You seem to know Mr. McBibben, as you tried to make this personal by your last post. Really!!!!!!!!!!

8-0

---

K. Crain January 20, 2014 at 7:13 AM

The ethical question is simple: “Did any judge or judicial employee (or their family members to the third degree of relationship) hold shares in Facebook interests that would bring his/her impartiality into question.”
A related question is “Did any judge or judicial employee have personal relationships with Facebook interests that would bring his/her impartiality into question.”

If so, that judge or judicial employee must disclose and recuse. In any event, remember that the entire Federal Circuit was represented by Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP (Facebook's Leader v. Facebook attorney) in a 2010 Federal Circuit Bar Association ethics matter. Facebook investments or not, the whole court had a duty to disclose and recuse nonetheless. No amount of misdirection about mutual funds can hide these parallel facts.

This ethical issue is a serious question of public confidence in the objectivity of the judicial system. Judge bias will destroy the judicial system faster than any other problem.

Facebook has turned the judicial ethics rules into cheap parlor tricks. The Facebook cartel played this game by hiding the Facebook stock and related interests inside many mutual funds to try and skirt the rule. This grossly violates the basic principle of the judicial canon of ethics to AVOID EVEN THE APPEARANCE OF IMPROPRIETY. We can’t make these letters big enough. ALL ETHICS LAW is founded on this principle.

The mutual fund rule was a general rule with lots of exceptions, and does not apply in Leader v. Facebook for multiple reasons. Most importantly, the rule was not meant to be a license for the kinds of sneaky activity that the Facebook cabal is trying to hide behind.

The mutual fund exemption does NOT apply to:
(1) most IRAs;
(2) funds that issue regular reports where the judge knows or should know the stocks in his portfolio;
(3) funds with notorious activity (like T.RowePrice and Fidelity pre-IPO Facebook investing);
(4) undisclosed purchases of “dark” instruments which conceal activity subject to transparency laws;
(5) law firm 401(k) retirement accounts;
(6) funds where stocks are held in the judge’s (or spouse) name — “even one share”; and
(7) funds where there is an appearance of impropriety.

All of the funds analyzed by AFI investigators issue at least bi-annual reports (some monthly) and they're all online and freely accessible to the public, including to the judges. Judges have no excuse for ignorance about the investment holdings. In fact, the rules say that giving them any position of public trust, their ethical requirements are higher.

In any event, the Wall Street Journal shouted out about the T. Rowe Price and Fidelity pre-IPO Facebook investing. Even my dog knew about it.

Remember, the general ethical rule is, in colloquial terms, the SMELL TEST, which any reasonable person knows. Do the judge’s actions avoid even the appearance of impropriety? If the law these Facebook defenders are citing do not pass the smell test, then that law is probably unconstitutional since the Canons and Judicial Ethics policy cited above say otherwise, and clearly so.

The judicial branch is supposed to be “self-policing.” However, we’re seeing no self-policing in Leader v. Facebook. These judges are turning a blind eye to all of Facebook’s sins.

Here are those ethical rules again, just in case Jill missed them:

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR UNITED STATES JUDGES

Guide to Judiciary Policy, Ethics & Judicial Conduct, Vol. 2B, Ch. 2
http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/RulesAndPolicies/conduct/Vol02B-Ch02.pdf

Reply

Cathy Lee January 20, 2014 at 1:39 PM

The laws, ethical guidelines, and historical precedences are clear. It’s a very simple issue of judges not having conflicts of interests in cases they are hearing. In the Leader v. Facebook case, AFI has proven with public records that the judges involved in the case were not clean. This must be corrected. The damage has gotten out of control.

It is simply stated to Moses in Exodus (chapter 18, verse 21): “You shall seek out from among all the people capable men who fear God, trustworthy men who spurn ill-gotten gain. Set these over them as chiefs of thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens, and let them judge the people at all times...”

The Code of Conduct for U.S. Judges and Guide to Judiciary Policy explicitly demand the same values, This is not complicated.

Information Act (FOIA) officer involved in Leader v. Facebook

5. Gibson Dunn LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; undisclosed counsel to the Federal Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief Justice John Roberts; undisclosed former employer to Preetinder (“Preet”) Bharara, U.S. Attorney currently persecuting Paul Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia (Ceglia v. Zuckerberg))

6. Orrick Herrington LLP (longtime Facebook law firm and destroyer of evidence for the cabal in Winklevoss v. Zuckerberg and ConnectU v. Facebook)

7. Weil Gotshal LLP (Federal Circuit counsel in Leader v. Facebook; Judge Kimberly A. Moore’s undisclosed former client)

8. Latham & Watkins LLP (Facebook's Director James W. Breyer's counsel; Judge Kimberly A. Moore's husband, Matthew J. Moore's new law firm)

9. Federal Circuit Bar Association (“FCBA”); (Federal Circuit’s bar association; second largest in the U.S.; Facebook’s law firms exert much influence in its policy and activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP, Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick Herrington LLP, Weil Gotshal LLP, Facebook’s large shareholder, Microsoft, is a director; Federal Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is an officer; FCBA made an appearance in Leader v. Facebook to oppose the amicus curiae (friend of the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam, former Director of Network Architecture at Sun Microsystems, in favor of Leader Technologies and objecting to the evident conflicts of interest within the court itself, her motion was denied, the judges refused to disclose their conflicts which we now know include Facebook and Microsoft stocks)

10. DC Bar Association

11. Perkins Coie LLP (Facebook’s “rapid response enforcement team;” law firm for Obama’s chief counsels, the husband and wife team of Robert F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn; Bauer was identified on Aug. 1, 2013 as having directed the IRS targeting of the Tea Party)

12. Stroz Friedberg (Facebook’s “forensic expert” who manipulated the data in Paul Ceglia v. Mark Zuckerberg, and who first revealed the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard emails that they told Leader Technologies in 2009 were “lost”)

13. Chandler Law Firm Chartered (Professor James P. Chandler, III, principal; Leader Technologies patent counsel; adviser to IBM and David J. Kappos; advisor to Eric H. Holder, Jr. and the U.S. Department of Justice; author of the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 and the Federal Trade Secrets Act)

B. Facebook attorneys & cooperating judges:

14. Gordon K. Davidson (Fenwick; Facebook’s securities and patent attorney; Leader Technologies')
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1. Christopher P. King (aka Christopher-Charles King aka Christopher King aka Christopher-Charles P. King, Fenwick & West LLP)
2. Theodore B. Olson (Gibson Dunn)
3. Thomas G. Hungar (Gibson Dunn)
5. James Cole (Deputy Attorney General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)
6. Tony West (Associate Attorney General, U.S. Dept. of Justice; 2008 Obama California Campaign Manager)
7. Robert F. Bauer (Obama Attorney; White House Chief Counsel; directed IRS targeting of the Tea Party; formerly and currently employed by Perkins Coie LLP. Facebook’s "rapid response enforcement team;" spouse is Anita B. Dunn)
8. Anita B. Dunn (Obama Attorney; White House Chief Counsel; husband Robert F. Bauer directed IRS targeting of the Tea Party, formerly employed by Perkins Coie LLP. Facebook’s "rapid response enforcement team")
9. Mary L. Schapiro (former Chairman, Securities & Exchange Commission (S.E.C.); holds investments in 51 Facebook Club basket funds)
10. James "Jamie" Brigagliano (former Deputy Director of the Division of Trading and Markets at the Securities and Exchange Commission; Mary L. Schapiro’s chief lieutenant on "dark pool" rule making)
11. Joseph P. Cutler (Perkins Coie)
12. David P. Chiappetta (Perkins Coie)
13. James R. McCullagh (Perkins Coie)
14. Ramsey M. Al-Salam (Perkins Coie)
15. Grant E. Kinsel (Perkins Coie)
16. Reeve T. Bull (Gibson Dunn)
17. Heidi Keefe (Cooley)
18. Michael G. Rhodes (Cooley; Tesla Motors)
19. Elizabeth Stameshkin (Cooley)
20. Donald K. Stern (Cooley; Justice Dept. advisor)
21. Mark R. Weinstein (Cooley)
22. Jeffrey Norberg (Cooley)
23. Ronald Lemieux (Cooley)
24. Craig W. Clark (Blank Rome)
25. Tom Amis (Cooley / McBee Strategic)
26. Erich Veitenheimer (Cooley / McBee Strategic)
27. Roel Campos (Cooley; former Commissioner of the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission at the time of the infamous Facebook 12(g) exemption)